
GDPR IN AD TECH 
R I P P L L  W H I T E P A P E R

TICKING TIME BOMB?
Did the innovative re-use of data invented by 'Ad

Networks' start a ticking time bomb that GDPR is about

to expose? Or is GDPR a huge opportunity

for compliant Ad Tech companies to differentiate from

the crowd and win more Agency business. 

In this document we discuss how companies are

implementing changes to become GDPR compliant

and how much of that will directly apply to ad tech.

Also what media agencies and ad tech vendors might

do to as first steps given the lack of official guidance

currently available. 

This document contains general guidance on the topic

of GDPR and does not offer legal advice.GDPR IS NEEDED 
To put the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) into

context and see why it is worth tech companies jumping through

new hoops, one just needs to consider that Yahoo, Uber and

Equifax have suffered data breaches relating to over 3 billion

user accounts which means that businesses with email, location

and credit data havent been taking privacy laws seriously. 

Furthermore this year Facebook used a generic opt in box to

merge Whatsapp data with Facebook data which broke the law

given the conditions surrounding the acquisition. This highlights

the insignificance of fines for breaking privacy regulations pre-

GDPR. 

Post GDPR such incidents will be penalised very heavily and the

definition of the regulation specifically addresses 'illegible

optins', 'data breaches', 'consent' and the right to 'withdraw

consent'. 

For the ad tech community this poses some significant

challenges particularly for Location Data which has become re-

classified as Personal Data and now requires opt-in and opt-out

compliance. 

Here we present some do's and don't when using Location Data

and we explore in more detail further implications for all types of

data under GDPR. 

DO
Update your 1st Party Location Data to store associated

optin records alongside all handsets

FInd a Compliance Partner that can verify the optins of all

3rd Party Location Data you use

Ask your DMP about enabling an opt-out API (you MUST

delete user data immediately when they opt out from any

associated app)

DON'T
Buy Location Data without associated optin records

Use Location Data derived from a consumers use of the web

in general (such as IP Address or wifi gateway)

Use Bidstream Data that will never carry end-to-end

compliance

Buy campaigns or reports without evidence of optin storage 

DO's & Don'ts for Location

"Try to get closer to the consumer optin by using 
your own apps or your own SDK in apps that will 
share opt in records to become more compliant. 
Avoid building a revenue stream on data sources 

you dont own or control as it might backfire in 2018"



DATA ROLES

DATA SUBJECT
Data subject means an individual who is the subject of personal

data. In other words, the data subject is the individual whom

particular personal data is about.  

DATA CONTROLLER
A person who (either alone or jointly or in common with other

persons) determines the purposes for which and the manner in

which any personal data are, or are to be, processed. 

DATA PROCESSOR
Any person (other than an employee of the data controller) who

processes the data on behalf of the data controller.  

Processing, in relation to information or data means obtaining,

recording or holding the information or data or carrying out any

operation or set of operations on the information or data,

including: 

a)  organisation, adaptation or alteration  

b)  retrieval, consultation or use of the information or data,   
c)  disclosure of the information or data by transmission,

dissemination or otherwise making available, or

d) alignment, combination, blocking, erasure or destruction of

the information or data  

Prior to GDPR the responsibilities for a Data Processor were less than that of a Data 
Controller. However these terms become somewhat meaningless in many ways 
under GDPR. 

Processors will now to be held to the same accountability as Controllers for consent 
and data breaches.



DATA SUBJECT RIGHTS
U N D E R  G D P R

CONSENT
The crux of GDPR in Ad Tech is consent

Campaigns may have to sacrifice both REACH and

TARGETING, to remain compliant - a disastrous

combination. 

The conditions for consent have been strengthened,

and companies will no longer be able to use long

illegible terms and conditions full of legalese, as the

request for consent must be given with the purpose for

data processing attached to that consent. Consent

must be clear and distinguishable from other matters

and provided in an intelligible and easily accessible

form, using clear and plain language. It must be as

easy to withdraw consent as it is to give it.  

BREACH NOTIFICATION 
Must be done within 72 hours, also Data processors will also

be required to notify the controllers, “without undue delay”

after first becoming aware of a data breach. 

RIGHT TO ACCESS 
Data controllers must respond to Data Subject Requests

regarding what personal data is held, where and for what

purpose. Further, the controller shall provide a copy of the

personal data, free of charge, in an electronic format 

RIGHT TO BE FORGOTTEN 
 The data subject shall have the right to have the data

controller erase his/her personal data, discontinue any

distribution of the data, and potentially have third parties halt

processing of the data  

DATA PORTABILITY 
The Data Subject shall have the right to export their personal

data from a Company in a format that is usable for another

company to use to provide similar or new services. The data

must formatted in a way that is 'in .common use and

machine readable'

PRIVACY BY DESIGN 

This essentially means that new systems should have

privacy built in rather than added as an afterthought. The

controller shall..implement approriate technical and

organisational measures..in an effective way.. in order to

meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect the

rights of data subjects'.

DATA PROTECTION OFFICERS 
Companies that process or store large amounts of personal

data, whether for employees, individuals outside the

Company , or both.should have a Data Protection Officer 

The DPO, who can be a staff member or contractor, shall be

designated on the basis of professional qualities and, in

particular, expert knowledge of data protection law and

practices and the ability to fulfil the tasks referred to in Article

39.



DATA  TYPE BEFORE  GDPR UNDER  GDPR

S O M E  DATA  T Y P E S  AR E  S H I F T I N G
The GDPR’s definition of personal data is now also much broader than under the DPA.

Article 4 states that “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or

identifiable natural person (‘data subject’)”. It adds that: 

"an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in

particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location

number, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical,

physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person" 

Perhaps the biggest implication of this is that, under certain circumstances, personal data

now includes online identifiers such as IP addresses and mobile device IDs.

A COOKIE OR MOBILE INDENTIFIER 

THAT UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES A 

CONSUMERS DEVICE

DEVICE  ID

NOT PERSONAL LIKELY PERSONAL

LAT LON DATA ACQUIRED FROM GPS ,

WIFI ,  IP ADDRESS ,  CELL TOWER

LOCATION  DATA
NOT PERSONAL LIKELY PERSONAL

AD TECH SPECIFIC

Ad  t e c h  m i g h t  n e e d  t o  f o c u s  o n

Proof of consent Right to access Right to erasure

Agencies and Ad Tech Vendors can mitigate a lot of risk by focusing initial efforts on 

these three requirements. For example, the use of some form of third party audit or 

documentation can help Agencies protect their Brands from most risks involved in 

data-driven ad campaigns.



LOCATION DATA
F R O M  M O B I L E  A P P S

LOCATION IS NEW COOKIE
Apple caused the cookie to crumble in the app

ecosystem for very valid software architecture

reasons, causing issues with some audience re-

targeting campaigns. 

So to help advertisers still find "New Mums"

and "Sports Fans" some savvy ad tech companies

began using Location as a Proxy for behaviour.

Depending on the accuracy of the data this proved to

be a very powerful way to target audiences online.

DATA SOURCES
There are many sources of location data in the ad tech market which tend to become

move and more removed from the user consent as their scale and abundance increases

which has led many agencies to opt for quick wins using data sets that are large but

have no path for users to agree to their usage 

1ST PARTY APP OWNER
Data provided directly by the owner of

an app is the best quality 

3RD PARTY APP DATA
Data bought from a 3rd party app or

SDK is typically good quality but has

no guarantees of user optin 

OTHER SOURCES
Location data sourced by other

means such as Mobile Operator Cell

Tower Data, Wifi Gateway Data, IP

Address Inference and

Bidstream Data must be considered

as the hardest data to manage

under GDPR as the user opt in and

right to be forgotten are too far

departed from the service being

used. This can cause legal

headaches for Media Agencies

who process such data from 3rd

Parties simply by using it to target

ads or obtain campaign reports. 

1ST PARTY SDK
Data obtained by a 1st Party SDK 

inside an app is the next best



DAISY-CHAINED RISK

Data flow example in digital advertising

Step 3 - Site / App owner (or SSP / DMP / Other 3rd Party) sells 
data to a Data Broker who will re-target that app user elsewhere

Step 2 - Site or App Owner sends some PI to SSP for targeted ads

Step 1 - Site /App Owner Captures Personal Info for functionality 
If data is encrypted then no issues here

PI sent without tokenisation and no record of opt-in passed - Minor Issues Begin

PI sent without tokenisation and no record of opt-in passed - Minor Issues Begin

Step 4 - Data Brokers re-sell the data to numerous companies as either 
raw data or "Audience" Data
No 3rd Party Audit Database or Blockchain is used hence no way for users to opt-out 

ever - Major issues begin and Programmatic stack becomes polluted

Step 5 - DSP aggregates the PI so that it can offer bids on inventory

Step 6 - Trading Desk & Media Agencies buy ads targeted to the PI

Step 7 - Advertiser ends up using the PI to display their Brand, even 
after the user might have opted out of PI targeting

DSP is now accountable under GDPR

Trading Desk and Agency now accountable under GDPR

Brands will likely want contracts with Agencies that keep away any risk which agencies 
will pass on through the buying chain all the way back to the website / app owner

(Assuming that deviceIDs /cookies /IP Addresses become classified as Personal Information)



READINESS & ACTIONS

AD TECH VENDORS
None of the 15 ad tech Vendors we spoke to have

implemented any process yet in anticipation of GDPR. It would

seem that prior to GDPR most Ad Tech Vendors have been

relying on the weaker enforcement of Data Processors and

hence are hoping not much will change. Furthermore on the

buy side most said there is little they can do until the Supply

Side of the ecosystem (Website/App Owners, DMPs, SSPs)

pass on tools and tags for the buy side to be able to manage

any compliance. The burden therefore lies closest to the

content owner but the need lies at the other side of the

equation (the Brand/Agency). 

MEDIA AGENCIES
Of the 10 Media Agencies we spoke to most had some changes

planned but only 2 had new processes in place. For example at

MEC the Head of Mobile, Jide Sobo has taken the initiative

before GDPR is even enforced to start asking some Vendors to

show some form of proof of compliance before endorsing long

term service supply. This benefits not just Agencies but also the

Brands that they represent, if the sell side of the industry can

ask the same of the apps they collect data from then the

Consumer will be properly protected end to end in the

advertising chain. 

New processes 
20%

Planned changes 
40%

No plans 
40%

Planned changes 

30%

No plans 

70%

PROACTIVE ACTIONS
There is no definitive list of actions for

companies to take yet as much is still to be

decided with GDPR but from all the people we

spoke to the following three actions seem like

easy wins that the ad tech community have

begun to action 

Ask your suppliers you have if they have 
a 1st or 3rd party store of opt-ins for 
data re-targeting that they could produce 
at will

Ask your IT Department how they would send a 
consumer a list of the data you have processed 
relating to their cookies, email address or other 
data

Make a plan for how you would delete any
consumer data upon request and how your 
supplies and clients can together delete data 
upon request so you have no associated risk



" GDPR HAS G IVEN AD  TECH
AN ARCHITECTURAL  PROBL EM,  NOT
JUST  A  COMPL IANCE PROBL EM"

From  the  players  we  have  spoken  to  on

both  buy  side  and  sell  side  i t  seems  that

hardly  any  companies  in  Ad  Tech  will  be

ready  for  GDPR  in  part  due  to  the  lack  of

clear  guidance ,  but  also  due  to  the  lack  of

open  communication  they  have  with  the

Data  Subjects  (most  consumers  are  not

aware  they  have  a  'relationship '  with  so

many  Ad  Tech  companies ) .  

This  suggests  that  without  some  sort  of

open  standard  or  independent  auditor  for

consent  compliance  and  opt-out

management  that  the  supply  side  of  Ad

Tech  will  continue  to  propagate  uncertif ied

inventory  and  Personal  Data  leaving  media

agencies  with  the  choice  to  either  r isk

breaking  GDPR  rules  or  opt  for  less

targeting  and  less  reach ,  which  would

make  GDPR  far  more  disruptive  than  was

first  thought .  

The  cascade  of  action  is  l ikely  to  start  with

Brands  asking  their  Agencies  "do  we  have  a

record  for  the  r ight  to  target  and

personalise  our  ads  based  on  cookies  and

device  info?"  

Summary



OUR DATA
We collect Location Data from mobile apps that use our SDK for Location Based

Messaging.  

We store all our opt-ins within a proprietary Data Management Platform that

has audit APIs and Opt-out APIs to ensure all our data management complies

with GDPR. 

SERVICES
We supply ad agencies and the ad tech vendors they buy from with reports and 

analysis data relating to their ad campaigns. Our reports show only trend data 

with no Personal Information exposed. For more strategic partnerships we share 

Psuedonomised Data such that our partners can further model the data without 

any exposure of Personal Information

Our SDK can be used for Location Based Messaging or simply for Location Data 

Management, ensuring app owners have an audit trail for the opt-ins, usage and 

opt-outs of all user data

SDK

We are the first company in Europe to implement an open API for users to opt 

out of our partner apps and we delete their data from our Data Management 

Platform and also from any subscribing partners that consumer the 

Psuedonomised copies of the data

RIGHT TO ERASURE

w w w . r i p p l l . c o m
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Rippll aggregate anonymous location data from mobile apps to help ad agencies 

understand the impact of ad campaigns in terms of foot traffic driven in store

ABOUT RIPPLL


